Ms Cxxxx

(RAPE)

03-06-1984

What do the police say

What do I say

victim: Ms Cxxxx

03-06-1984

Description:
The victim stated two attackers, one 5’.8” one
5’.4”. Northern accents. Wearing balaclava
Masks.

These heights fit me and Duffy, but neither of us
has Northern accents!

Forensic: Vaginal Anal Oral Sex
Committed

????????Forensic:

Numerous items were submitted for tests. Semen
was found on exhibit HHS/2. “No result was
found.”

If Semen was found, why can no result be found?

Semen was also found on exhibit HHS/22. “No
grouping tests were carried out on this staining.”

Why when the forensic laboratory had a
possibility to find evidence, did they not carry out
tests on the staining?

A Mixed DNA Profile was obtained from the
crutch area of HHS/22 --- Semen Matched that of
Duffy and the victim.
Semen was also found on HHS/20 and WN/1
these were all a Match to Duffy in the region of
one to 115 Million.

It is stated that there is the presence of at least two
peoples DNA on the exhibit unidentified, but the
forensic scientist E. Harris said this finding is “In
my opinion of no evidential value.” I fully expect
had any part of that Mixed DNA Matched me,
they would have found it of evidential value.
If DNA from another source was found, then why
have they not found who it belongs too? And as
no Match was made to me, I should be excluded!

Alleged Accomplice:
Duffy stated that he saw the victim from his car
prior to the attack. Duffy embellished the story to
include seeing the victim again as she fled the
scene.

Duffy came up with this version after police
supplied him with all statements and maps etc, so
that Duffy could make up a version to suit known
facts.

Duffy also stated that Silver exhaust tape was
used to gag the victim.

Black electrical tape was found near the scene and
recovered as evidence. After reading files
supplied by police Duffy changed this Silver
exhaust tape to Black Electrical tape to suit the
available evidence.

Obviously no conclusive evidence could be presented against me apart from
the lying alleged co-defendant that I had any part in this terrible crime
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